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Caligiuri
D'Amelio, Abrcrombie
Altobello, Bacchiochi
Geragosian, Nardello
O'Connor, Roldan
Schofield, Wright

SENATOR CRISCO: Can I have your attention, please?
The Insurance and Real Estate Committee's
public hearing will begin . . If you have
conversations, please take them out in the
hall, cell -phones and qeepers, et cetera, we'd
appreciate if they be turned off in respect
for everybody participating. And we'll start
with our public speaking part of the public
hearing.
Is Da~ Apuzzo here? 'Dawn is on her way and
so when she appears, we will gladly provide
time for her. ·
We will continue on with Senate Bill Number
...i2.a..
Joe Cappello.
JOE CAPPELLO: Good afternoon, my name is Joe
Cappello from Woodbury, Connecticut.
I'd like
to thank Senator Crisco, Representative
.
Font·ana and members· of the ·rnsurance and Real
Estate Committee again for your concern for
the health of the women of Connecticut .

••
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My wife Nancy and I have come before this
committee since 2005 and we always believed
when it comes to the issue of dense breast
tissue this committee really gets it. When
you needed clarification, we welcomed the
questions because you showed a determined
interest. Under Senator Crisco's leadership
you helped us begin to expose the best kept
secret of dense breast tissue and its ability
to hide tumors from unsuspecting women with
the passage of the bill to mandate ultrasound
coverage. Before then this issue was not on
anyone's radar screen. You have helped shine
a bright public light on an otherwise unknown
but deadly flaw in the early detection of
breast cancer with the passage of that
legislation. Women across Connecticut were
like lambs going to slaughter with a
late-stage diagnosis without the knowledge
that a simple ultrasound would have found
their tumor at an earlier stage.
It's all
about early detection .
The citizens of the State of the Connecticut
owe this committee a debt of gratitude for its
fine work in the early detection of breast
cancer for women with dense breast tissue.
The hard, cold granite walls of this
legislative building became a little softer
and warmer to the women of Connecticut that
day. Your work on dense breast tissue
legislation will continue to reap benefits
many fold for many years to come. Nancy
receives many letters from women across the
state thanking her for her advocacy on their
behalf. She speaks to many groups and tells
her story about her late-stage cancer
diagnosis and break through that medical
barrier with clear compelling words of truth.
In closing, I come today in support of Raised
Bill Number 458 also with 100 signed letters

•
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of support. Through this bill Connecticut
women will be given the necessary information
to make an informed decision about their
health and for the first time empowered with
knowledge about their breast density.
I sincerely thank you in advance for support
of this bill.

SENATOR CRISCO: Thank you, Joe, and we thank you
for your support of your wife and this crusade
which, as you stated, no doubt has saved many
lives and pain and suffering.
Are there any questions of Mr. Cappello?
Thank you very much.
JOE CAPPELLO:

Thank you.

SENATOR CRISCO: Dr. Cappello.

•

NANCY CAPPELLO: Senator Crisco, Representative
Fontana and committee members, my name is
Nancy Cappello.
I reside in Woodbury.
Four
years-ago I testified about a public health
issue that I call the best kept secret.
It's
about dense breast tissue and the limitations
of mammograms to find cancer in women with
dense breast tissue. By supplementing
mammograms with ultrasound increases cancer
detection in women with dense breast tissue.
Unfortunately I had to find this out after my
mammogram failed to find cancer which led to a
late-stage diagnosis of stage 3C. Less than
48 percent of women with stage 3C survive five
years. When-! questioned why my mammograms
did not find the cancer -- I had 11 mammograms
prior to my diagnosis -- she responded that I
have dense breast tissue and that mammograms
are limited in finding cancer. (Dense tissue
is white, cancer is white. That's no contrast
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to detect the cancer. This was the first time
that I was told that I had dense breast
tissue.
So I went on a search and found out
that dense breast tissue was known in the
medical community but that information was
being kept from women. Why wouldn't I know
that mammograms are limited? Why wouldn't my
doctors tell me that ultrasound increases
cancer detection? Why wouldn't I know that
dense breast tissue in and of itself is a risk
factor? Wom~ri who have extremely dense breast
tissue have a four to six times greater risk
of having dense breast tissue, our own 2006
Connecticut study.
I had 18 lymph nodes
removed and 13 were cancer, a normal mammogram
weeks before.

•

I had a ~astectomy, endured the side effects
of chemotherapy radiation, hormonal therapy
and six surgeries.
I still suffer the side
effects of .treatment, neuropathy in my fingers
and my toes.
I .live each day knowing that my
late-stage'diagnosis could have been prevented
if my doctors, my caregivers, informed me of
my breast density.
So four years later we
have a law that .many women are unaware of as
there is no standardized practice of
communicating breast density to find cancer at
its earliest stage. There is an injustice
when early-stage cancer detection is dependent
on a women's zip code, which practice she goes
to. Dr. Gary Griffin, a radiologist who is
here today and is going to be speaking after
me, finds an additional ten early-stage
cancers on women with otherwise normal
mammograms with the use of ultrasound.
Last
year this bill passed the insurance public
health in the senate that was never called by
the house for a vote. Last year the Society
of Radiologists testified against the language
of the bill. This year Dr. Steven Cohen, who
represents the society, and I have agreed on
\
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language and I am submitting that language for
your consideration.

Since my diagnosis, actually today is the
fifth year anniversary of my diagnosis, it was
to this day it was February·3, 2004, I've been
telling women' about this issue.
I have spoken
to numerous groups, had media coverage,
developed a brochure, "Are you dense?" and
also launched a web site, www.areyoudense org.
I am compelled to help others as I do not want
any woman to unnecessarily suffer the tragedy
of a late·- stage diagnosis.
In closing, this law will reach those women
that I cannot.
In these dire economic times
the Connecticut legislature is struggling to
find ways to benefit Connecticut's citizens
without costing the state dollars. This is
one way to give women information about their
health as early detection extends life. Your
past legislative actions have saved lives and
this bill will save many more. My heartfelt
thanks.
SENATOR CRISCO: T~ank you, Dr. Cappello.
there questions, any questions, any
statements?

Are

I know Chairman Fontana will do everything he
could to make sure that the bill is called on
the house.

NANCY CAPPELLO:
appreciated.

Thank you, it's much

SENATOR CRISCO: He's very committed to it. And we
want to again thank you,arid your husband, Joe,
for your crusade. As we know, it's amazing
the number of calls we receive from

•
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individuals about your brochure, and there is
no doubt that a lot of pain and suffering and
lives have been saved and we greatly
appreciate that. And we also appreciate -well, she's not here -- Senator Hartley's
original involvement who brought it to our
attention.
So any other questions?
No questions.
Yes, Representative D'Amelio.

•

REP. D'AMELIO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just
would like to echo the sentiment of my
colleague, Senatqr Crisco, thank you.so much
for your tireless effort on this issue.
I
know that you brought this actually to the
attention. of the legislature some five years
ago before this committee. Who knows how many
lives were saved. But thank you so much for
sharing your story and for educating all of us
on this very important topic. You know, I
always mention this to the women that I care
about to make sure that they have the
knowledge of this screening and stuff so -NANCY CAPPELLO:
REP. D'AMELIO:

Thank you.
So again thank you.
J

NANCY CAPPELLO: Thank you so much.
of you.
I appreciate it.

Thanks to all

SENATOR CRISCO: Any other questions of Dr.
Cappello? Any questions?

Thank you. And I think it certifies that the
process does work and we greatly appreciate
your and Joe's efforts. Thank you so much .

•
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SENATOR ~RISCO:
Schofield.

Thank you, Representative

Any other questions?

Thank you. so much for appearing before us
today, Dawn.
DAWN APUZZO:

Thank you.

SENATOR CRISCO:

Appreciate it.

We will return back to Senate Bill 458, and
Dr. Gary Gri~fin. Dr. Griffin here? Yes.
And perhaps'· boctor, you could help \IS in
regards to the prescriptions, if you know
anything about it, if you •·re know~edgeable
about it.
If you're not, it's. no problem.

•

••

GARY GRIFFIN:
I can't help you in that regard.
I'm Dr. Gary Griffin, dir~ctor of breast
imaging services at Charlotte Hungerford
Hospital in Torrington.
I had testified here
last year in support of the legislation for
screening breast ultrasound and basically I
just wanted to indicate that we've been
utilizing screening breast ultrasound at our
hospital sin~e this bill was introduced in
2005 and have had continued very successful
venture with this in terms of finding still a
substantial number of breast cancers that
would otherwise have been invisible on the
mammography and in so doing hopefully giving
these patie~ts a better chance at a better
outcome.
I think the most important part of
our operation though has been the fact that we
do make sure that women are aware·that they
have increased breast density. We decided
ourselves it's required to send a letter to
patients regarding what their results are and
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we decided early on to include information as
~o whether they had an increased breast
density on those letters so that they could
then turn around and contact either our own
department or their own physician regarding
whether 'they wanted to go ahead with further
testing. And I think that really has been the
key to making sure that further testing was
done or·at least giving these women the chance
to make an informed decision about whether
they wanted to have something done o~ not.
So I think basically at least the wording that
we have on this legisl~tion now is very
important to make ·sure' that 'that's s.omething
that'~ don~,more on a general basis because
~·m rio~ sure that this is done on any routine
ma~er for other radiology practices, and
again most women may still not 'be aware that
they have increased breast density if their
own·physi~ian who gets the mammographic report
doesn't let them know that .

•

•

One thing I just also wanted to express that I
have a little bit of a concern on is the fact
that particul-arly with the economic climate
that we have right now there is still a number
of women that even though they have insurance
because their screening mammogram is still
part of their deductible, they're potentially
foregoing it because they are still looking at
it as something that's' an out-of-pocket
expense. Add even though it's not
specifically already in this bill, I believe
the term for_this is first dollar coverage,
but'basically if there was a way to make sure
that more or-all of the insurance companies
covered mammogr~phy as a preventi~e service
regardless ·of what a patient's deductible was,
I think you might have a better chance of
seeing these people. Obviously if they don't

000 29'9
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have a mammogram, then they may never have the
ultrasound as well. So I just wanted to bring
that up as a'possible thing to consider in the
future.

SENATOR CRISCO:

Thank you, Doctor.

Are there any questions of doctor Griffin?
Well just, Doctor, you know, we did a couple
of years-age pass a ~tatute in r~gards to
deductibles and co-pays, a cap on them for
imaging·care, and there might be some -- it
may not be ~irst dollar, but there might be
some benefit to th~t but it was done three
years ago.
GARY GRIFFIN: -, Thank you.
SENATOR CRISCO:

•

Yes, Representative Schofield.

REP. SCHOFIELD: Thank you, Chairman.
I just
wanted to understand better when you talk with
physicians rather than going to the patient
directly, qo. you find ~hat if you· notify a
woman's ddctor that she has this increased
brea~~·density that they don't appropriately
do necessary additional'testing? I'm just
sort of wondering what 'the -GARY GRIFFIN: Well, basically mo~t physicians are
busy and most physicians are very -~usy, and
I'm not sure that all of them really
understand the implication of what increased
breast density means. Not only does it mean
it's more'difficult to discover a breast
cancer because you're look~ng through more
other tissue to.try to find it, but also the
fact that just having a denser breast is a
relative increased risk of breast cancer. And
I think a lot of them when they get a report
they look on the bottom line it says

000300
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"negative" which basically most mammograms
are, and that's really all they are looking
for.
They are not thinking, well, gee, it's
negative but it has a high density and maybe I
should do something more. And I think we
found that our patients end up being their own
best advocates in this.
If they are aware of
that, then obviously not everyone is going to
decide to g9 on to have an ultrasound or some
other, test, but at least they know that there
is an i'ssue there.

REP. SCHOFIELD: So what percentage of women have
these extra dense tissues?

•

GARY GRIFFIN: Well,· again, it varies depending on
there is pro~ably more at an earlier age that
will have -- there might be as much as 40
percent of women who are in the forty to fifty
year age group that might have dense breast
tissue, possibly may go down to maybe 10 to 20
percent by th~ time you get into your
seventies. So it's the younger women that
tend to have that as a much higher percentage .
Obviously those are the people that if you
catch a breast cancer early on have got a
better chance of much longer livelihood if you
can catch it.
REP. SCHOFIELD:
I guess I just have a little
concern about the notion that giving the
physician'information we're sort of changing
that dynamic of a patient/physician
communication that -- and I'm trying to think
if there's an analogy with other tests where
we don't trust the physician to act
appropriately based on the results and instead
go directly to the patient and tell them 40
percent of the time to go back to their doctor
and tell them, hey, we' really need more
testing. Are there other diagnostics that are
similar --

••
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GARY GRIFFIN: Well, I think a lot of this is just
the fact that I don•t know that even a lot of
the physicians
they know in our area that
breast density is important because we•ve
taken the time to make sure that they are
aware of that, but short of that I•m not sure
that a lot of physicians unders~and that. And
unfortunately we deal in a world where when,
and particularly in my profession, if a
radiologist suggests possibly an additional
test, sometimes that•s looked at as well
you•re just trying- to make an extra dollar
here and there and people tend to ignore that.
Again, I think in our area we•ve gotten to a
point where a lot of our physicians, if we•ve
spoken to a patient and they have de·cided not
to have an ultrasound, some of those doctors
will-actually call the patient·up and say,
"What do you mean you•re not having it? I
really wArit you to have it," and that•s great.
But you have to have physicians that are
focused on that being something important and
I think some people just either don•t have the
interest, don•t have the time or potentially
just don•t.have the knowledge that it is
something important and they are used to
getting a norma~ mammogram and saying, okay,
thatis the ·end of it, just like, again, most
patients when they got their normal letter
felt, okay, that•s the end of it, I don•t need
to do anythin~ more.
So I think it really
involves kind of ed~cation of everybody. But
I think it helps if the patient at least knows
that there•s something different about the
fact that she has a higher density breast
tissue at least maybe she•ll ask questions.
REP. SCHOFIELD:
GARY GRIFFIN:

Okay, thank you.
Thank you.

000302
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SENATOR CRISCO: Thank you .
Any other questions?
Senator Hartley.
SENATOR HARTLEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair. And I
first of all would like to ·recognize the
incredible work initiated by Nancy Cappello
and suppqrted ·by her husband Joe that brings
to us this point.
It has been a number of
years that we have been working with this
information i_nit_iated by Nancy and Joe
Cappello whicn quite frankly has uncovered an
incredible area of preventive medicine and
it's quite frankly being the educated consumer
these days which ends up saving money and most
importantly of course_saving lives. And so
having ]ust thanked them and·the foundation
that has been put together with their
incredible work and a lot of personal
sacrifice, we of course are in a position of
trying to make sure that we have reached a
point which we are really informing and
sharing this .. in'formation with women.
~

"

My question to you, Doctor, is if a consumer
.asked for their report, their radiology
report, would ther·e be any notation on there?
Because most,. if I understand, most consumers
go in, have the test, and then the reports are
sent from the radiolog~st to the physician and
it is only upon individual requ~st by a
client, a patient, that they ge't that report.
GARY GRIFFIN: Right. We are mandated to send a
common language report to the patients
themselves. Obviously there is a lot of
jargon in the official report that people
might not understand the nuances of, so that
report that goes to the physician should
have -- and what we try to do is on the bottom

000303
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of the report there's an indication of what
the f~ndings are as well as the degree of
breast density and the breast density has
numbers 1 through 4 with 3 and 4 being the
most dense, and those are the ones we consider
for ultrasound. We've typically described in
our reports and most radiologists have a
fairly comm9n way of reporting these that
would make it clear to the doctor reading it
what amount of breast density there was for
that patient as well. Again, what we had done
ourselves before this legislation is we
modified our retter that goes to the patients
instead of just saying you have a normal
mammogram, your report was sent to doctor so
and so, you know, we hope to see you in a year
and you should have yearly breast self
examinations and an examination by a
professional as well. We include in there
that their breast has increased density and
that it may be a benefit to consider
ultrasounds for further testing because that
does represent an increased risk.
In our
particular letter we ask them to call our
department j~st because we feel that we can
potentially explain it better than maybe even
our referring physician's office could. And I
had discussed this with our own medical staff
prior to starting this and they didn't have a
problem with it.
I think it's still
reasonable for the patients to speak with
their own physician about it.
It's just they
may or may not feel comfortable with having
that discussion.
So that's the way we
reasonably decided to do it our way.

SENATOR HARTLEY:
practice
GARY GRIFFIN:

Correct.

SENATOR HARTLEY:

•

So that's just your particular

-- that is doing that?

And so if
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we went forward with this legislative
proposal, then how would it change what you're
doing now?

GARY GRIFFIN:
Probably not much, but I think again
most prac~ices are not doing what we are and
so most women would not have a clue what their
breast density was unless either their doctor
discussed it with them at the time that they
had a ~ollow-up visit or they saw their
original report but the letter that they got
sent in the mail, the common clanguage letter,
at this point in time doesn't indicate
anything regarding breast density at all.
SENATOR HARTLEY: And how long have you been doing
this, Doctor?
GARY GRIFFIN:

•

I•

Since 2005.

SENATOR HARTLEY: And.have you been able to track
in any way the correlating number of
ultrasounds-that might have resulted?
GARY GRIFFIN: Roughly.
I mean, basically we
probably do on average now we do about 10,000
mammograms a year. We roughly do about 1,000
screening ultrasounds. And out of that 1,000
ultrasounds we have been finding anywhere from
five to ten c~ncers for precancerous
~onditions and those are on women who
otherwise would have had a normal mammogram
that at some point in time these would have
presented'later on but obviously potentially
at a worse stage.
SENATOR HARTLEY: My recollection is that having
gone through a lot of conversation about this
that there has been consensus by all of the
parties and itJs just a matter of us trying
to, I guess, get it through both chambers and
onto -the governor's desk.
So, with that I say

c
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thank you very much for all of your help, and
we look forward to the conclusion this year of
this proposal. Thanks.
GARY GRIFFIN:

Thank you.

SENATOR CRISCO:.

Thank you, Senator Hartley.

Are there any other'questions?
other questions?

Are there any

Dr. Griffin, thank you.
I also wanted to inform the committee that we
-_are working with Dr. Cappello to get ~ greater
d:i.stribut.ion of her pamphlet, "Are You Thick,"
and under certain conditions the State of
Connecticut and perhap·s even the utilities
might include in their mailing. So I want the
committee to be .. aware of that. We are still
working on that.

•

1··-

Thank you, Dr. Griffin .
GARY GRIFFIN:
SENATOR CRISCO:
LINDA KOWALSKI:

Thank you.
We'll proceed with Linda Kowalski.

Good-afternoon, Senator Crisco,
~epresentative Fontana and members of the
committee, I'm here today· on behalf of the
Connecticut Radiological Society as their
executive director. The radiology society is
comprised ofi several h~pdred medieal doctors
who specialize in the field of radiology'. The
RSC is delighted to support Senate Bill 458,
an act requiring communication of mammographic
breast density 'information to patients.
In
doing so we want to acknowledge the great
leadership of ·~enator Crisco, Senator Hartley
and advoeate Nancy Cappello. Many of our
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members are breast imagers who are highly
committed to discovering even the smallest of
cancers in their patients through
state-of-the-art imaging. The technology to
do this continues to develop rapidly.
Mammograms a~e now considered to be a baseline
procedure. More detailed tests are now
available that can add to the detection of
cancers through the use of MRI or breast
ultrasound. Thank you.
Last session RSC did have reservations about
legislation that would pr~scribe a statement
on patien~ ·records reporting -- encouraging
them to have a breast ultrasound. Our only
reluctance was that Akron 666, the efficacy of
breast ultrasound screenings, our only
reluctance was that a national clinical trial,
Akron 666, was underway and we thought it
would be better to wait for the results of
this clinical trial before enacting
legislation. Last summer the results of Akron
666 were announced ~ollowed by a final report
late in 2008.
In summary, the trials show
that a breast ultrasound does find cancers not
spotted by a mammogram, particularly for women
who have -dense breasts. The flip side is that
ultrasound is such a sensitive technology.
It
can find a problem that leads to a biopsy and
it could turn out to be nothing serious. We
call this a false positive examination. RSC
believes that women should know about all the
options available to them. That is why we
support Senate Bill 458. And we've worked
with Nancy Cappello and recommen~ deleting
lines 32 ~o 40 of the bill before you.
So I
urge you -to pass ~ Thank you.

SENATOR CRISCO:

Thank you, Linda.

Any questions?

•

Any questions?
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Senator Hartley.
SENATOR HARTLEY: ·.So do I understand you, Linda,
that yo~•re asking for a deletion on some
of -LINDA KOWALSKI: Yes, we•ve spoken with Nancy
Cappello and we ·bot·h agree that lines 32
through 40 of the bill before you be deleted.
SENATOR HARTLEY:
bill?
LINDA KOWALSKI:

Was this section in last year•s

Yes.

SENATOR HARTLEY:
It was, okay. Can you just give
me-the why for on the deletion?

~

LINDA KOWALSKI:- Nancy and one of our doctors
worked that out. and I can get you the
specifics because he had the conversation with
her on that, so I just don•t want to give you
the wrong information.
SENATOR HARTLEY:

Okay.

And I just would like to.

Thank yourself, Linda, and also the
association for really working through this
with all of us.
LINDA KOWALSKI: Yes. Well, we appreciate all your
good work on it, and I think we have come up
with a good solution.
SENATOR HARTLEY:
LINDA KOWALSKI:
SENATOR HARTLEY:
SENATOR CRISCO:

~

Th~nk

you.

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you, Senator Hartley.
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Any other questions? Linda, you're too quick
to run away. That's all right, thank you very
much. Thank you for your help.
We'll proceed on now to Anne Morris.
Morris here?

Is Anne

ANNE MORRIS: Good afternoon, Senator Crisco,
Representative Fontana and members of the
committee, my name is Anne Morris and I'm the
executive director of the consultant affiliate
of Susan G. Kernen for the Cure. ·We are the
largest grass roots network of breast cancer
activists and survivors in the world today,
and we've invested about a billion dollars in
the fight against breast cancer.
Locally_ in
Connecticut we've invested about 18 million
over the last nine·years in education,
treatment and screening, so we're very
invested in the Connecticut fight against
breast cancer .

•

••

I'm here this afternoon to speak in support of
Senate Bill 45e requiring communication of
mammographic breast density information to
patients. Studies have shown that as breast
density increases, so does the risk of breast
cancer. Breast density refers to the
proportion of fat and tissue in the breast
when viewed on mammograms.
Low breast density
means that there is a greater proportion of
fat than tissue, so if you have very high
tissue in your breast mammograms are not going
to show you what you need to see in order to
detect breast c~ncer. Women with very dense
breasts, as seen on a mammogram,· ,are four to
five times more likely to develop breast
cancer than women with no density. That's a
huge number, four to five times as likely to
get breast cancer.
In 2005 you passed
legislation mandating that people with dense

·--------------------------------------------
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breasts are ~llowed to get coverage for
ultrasounds. The problem that still exists
today is some women are never told that they
have dense breasts and that's why we're before
you today and asking you to pass this
legislation. We know that early detection is
the key to survival with breast cancer. Stage
one, ~arly s~age two breas~ cancers are over
98 percent f~ye-year survival rate today.
That's much much higher than they ever were in
the past so the real key to breast cancer
until _we hav~ a cure is that we find it early
and this is one tool we have in our arsenal to
do so, so why wouldn't we ensure that the
women are told that they are increased risk.
For some women it is a matter of life and
dea-th.
And if I can add one more thing quickly -- I
know my ~ime is up -- is you know there are
women who don't have physicians, as we all
know, especially the underserved and uninsured
communities in Connecticut and across this
country, and they don't have a physician
that's actually going to read the report and
perhaps pick up th~ phone and give Ehem a call
and ·say by the way, you know, you've got this
addit~onal risk factor, you better really pay
close attention because mammography is
probably not 'going to do it for you, you are
going to need to get ultrasound or MRI
screening more. regularly so if something does
crop up we' 11 ··find it. So, there is a whole
other community I think when we talk·about
doctors reporting results that were somewhat
missing and we know -- I'm sure you folks in
this committee know much better than I do -how large that community is in Connecticut and
how underserved they are already, so I think
this is especially important that somehow it's
communicated to people that don't have a
physician. And I'm not exactly sure how that
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can be accomplished, but using the primary
physician or the OBGYN as the means of getting
this informatiop. to women may not be the only
thing we need here.

SENATOR CRISCO:

Thank you.

I want·to just ask you a question.
be willing to work with doctor

Wiil you

ANNE MORRIS: Absolutely. She is q real advocate
in this area and a ·survivor so absolutely.
SENATOR CRISCO:
I hope that something will come of
it. Thank.you.
Any other
ANNE

·-

MORR~S:

q~est_ions?

Thank you so much.

Thank you.

SENATOR CRISCO: That will complete our testimony
on ~ unless there is someone els~ out there
that didn't sign up, and we'll proceed to bill
290.

Danny Lemos.
DANNY LEMOS: Thank you, Senator Crisco and
Representative· Fontana for letting me speak
here today. My name is Danny Le~os and I'm
here to support bill 290, legislation to
mandate insurance companies to pay for the
cost of bone marrow registration.
!'was diagnosed with lymphoma i~ January of
2005.
We. were all shocked because neither one
of my family had cancer. So the doctors at
Dana-Farber had told me that the chances ·of my
survival were very low, that I would need a -the best chance of my survival ·would be a bone
marrow tra~splant to develop a full cure. But
we had to find an adult donor. They told me
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